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[1] Elastic frequency-domain full-waveform inversion is
here applied to a realistic synthetic offshore model to study
the behavior of the least-squares and least-absolute-value
norms, in the presence of noisy multi-component seismic
data. As expected, the inversion results show that the L2
norm is highly sensitive to non-Gaussian errors in the data
and gives rise to high amplitude artifacts in the
reconstructed models. The L1 norm shows more robust
behavior, whatever the noise characteristics, and allows
convergence towards acceptable models, for both the
compressional-wave and shear-wave velocity models. This
study highlights the sensitivity of the full-waveform inversion
results for the chosen norm in the case of noisy data. The
marginally used L1 norm reveals a robust alternative to the L2
norm for frequency-domain full-waveform inversion of
weakly redundant data. Citation: Brossier, R., S. Operto, and

J. Virieux (2009), Robust elastic frequency-domain full-waveform

inversion using the L1 norm, Geophys. Res. Lett., 36, L20310,

doi:10.1029/2009GL039458.

1. Introduction

[2] The physical properties of the Earth are often esti-
mated through seismic-wave analysis. Wave arrival-time
information is generally used to determine the tomography
of the Earth. In the 1980s, the full-waveform inversion
(FWI) method was introduced by Tarantola [1984] to
exploit the full information contained in the seismograms,
in terms of the full waveform, and to infer high-resolution
models of the subsurface.
[3] Originally developed in the time domain [Tarantola,

1984, 1987], FWI has become tractable and popular since
the pioneering work of Pratt and Worthington [1990] and
Pratt [1990] in the frequency domain, and is now investi-
gated more, particularly for active seismic surveys at
various scales. Computationally efficient frequency-domain
FWI was designed by limiting the inversion to a few
discrete frequencies, taking advantage of the redundant
wavenumber coverage provided by wide-aperture surveys
[Sirgue and Pratt, 2004; Brenders and Pratt, 2007]. This
wavenumber redundancy can be partly sacrificed by using a
judicious subset of frequencies in the inversion, at the
expense of the signal-to-noise ratio of the reconstructed

models. FWI potentially provides high-resolution quantita-
tive images of physical parameters, but suffers from two
main difficulties. The first is related to the computational
cost of the forward problem; namely, the numerical reso-
lution of the wave equation in heterogeneous media for
multiple sources. The second difficulty is related to the ill-
posedness and the non-linearity of the inverse problem,
which is generally formulated as a least-squares local
optimization [Tarantola and Valette, 1982], to manage the
numerical cost of the forward problem. The ill-posedness
and the non-linearity of the FWI arise mainly from the
limited accuracy of the starting model in the framework of
local optimization approaches, the incomplete illumination
of the subsurface provided by conventional seismic surveys,
the limited bandwidth sources and presence of noise. Several
hierarchical multiscale strategies that proceed from low
frequencies to higher frequencies [Pratt and Worthington,
1990; Bunks et al., 1995; Sirgue and Pratt, 2004; Brossier et
al., 2009a], have been proposed to mitigate the non-linearity
of the inverse problem.
[4] The noise footprint in seismic imaging is convention-

ally mitigated by stacking highly redundant multifold data.
Mitigating the sensitivity of the inversion to noise is
however a key issue in efficient frequency-domain FWI,
where the data redundancy is partly sacrificed for compu-
tational efficiency. The least-squares objective function
remains the most commonly used, although it suffers from
poor robustness when dealing with large isolated and non-
Gaussian errors. Other norms should therefore be consid-
ered. The L1 norm was introduced in time-domain FWI by
Tarantola [1987] and Crase et al. [1990], and has been
shown to be weakly sensitive to noise. Djikpéssé and
Tarantola [1999] used this norm successfully to invert field
data from the Gulf of Mexico. Alternatives like the Huber
criterion [Huber, 1973; Guitton and Symes, 2003; Ha et al.,
2009], the sech criterion [Crase et al., 1990; Monteiller et
al., 2005] and the hybrid L1/L2 criterion [Bube and Langan,
1997] can also be considered. All these criteria behave as
the L2 norm for small residuals and as the L1 norm for large
ones. A threshold that needs to be provided defines where
the transition between these two different behaviors takes
place. These hybrid criteria are efficient for dealing with
outliers in data. However, they assume Gaussian statistics as
soon as the L2 norm is used, leading to the same limitations
as for the pure L2 norm in the presence of ambient noise if
the threshold is not chosen correctly.
[5] In this study, we assess two-dimensional (2D) elastic,

frequency-domain FWI from noisy, multi-component seis-
mic data of the oil & gas field of Valhall computed in
synthetic velocity models. The results clearly demonstrate
the lack of robustness of the classic least-squares norm,
whereas the L1 norm that has seen marginal use in the FWI
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community, is shown to be very robust, even in the case of
highly decimated data.

2. Theory and Algorithm

2.1. Least-Squares Norm

[6] The least-squares criterion provides the most usual
framework for the development of frequency-domain FWI
[Pratt and Worthington, 1990; Pratt, 1990]. The L2 func-
tional is usually written in the following form:

C kð Þ
L2
¼ 1

2
DdtStdS*dDd*; ð1Þ

where Dd = dobs � dcalc
(k) is the data misfit vector, the

difference between the observed data dobs and the modeled

data dcalc
(k) computed in the model m(k). k is the iteration

number of the non-linear iterative inversion. Superscript *
indicates the conjugate and Sd is a diagonal weighting
matrix applied to the misfit vector to scale the relative
contributions of each of its components.
[7] Differentiation of CL2

(k) with respect to the model
parameters gives the following expression of the gradient:

G kð Þ
L2
¼ R JtStdS*dDd*

� �
; ð2Þ

where J is the Fréchet derivative matrix. The gradient can
be derived from the adjoint-state method that allows the
computing of GL2

(k) without explicitly forming J [Plessix,
2006], giving the expression:

G kð Þ
mi L2
¼ R vt

@At

@mi

� �
A�1StdS*dDd*

� �
; ð3Þ

where the incident wavefield v is linearly related to the
source s through the forward problem operator A : Av = s.
[8] The gradient can be seen as a weighted zero-lag

convolution between the incident wavefield v emitted by

the seismic source and the residual wavefield back-propa-
gated from the receiver positions A�1 Sd

t S*d Dd*.

2.2. Least-Absolute-Value Norm

[9] For complex arithmetic numbers, such as frequency-
domain data, we can extend the L1 norm developed by
Tarantola [1987] and Crase et al. [1990], written as:

C kð Þ
L1
¼ DdtStdS*dDd*
� �1=2

: ð4Þ

[10] The gradient GL1

(k) is given by:

G kð Þ
L1
¼ R JtSd

Dd*

jDdj

� �
; ð5Þ

assuming that jDdj > 0, considering the machine precision
used. For all of the tests that we performed, we never met
any case where jDdj = 0.
[11] The L1 and L2 gradients have similar forms, as seen

by equations (2) and (5), except that the residual term
differs. For the L1 norm, the data residuals are normalized
according to their amplitudes, which gives clear insights
why the L1 norm is expected to be less sensitive to large
residuals.
[12] In the case of real arithmetic numbers, the term Dd*

jDdj
of expression (5) corresponds to the function sign [Tarantola,
1987; Crase et al., 1990].

2.3. Algorithm

[13] The 2D elastic, frequency-domain FWI algorithm
used in this study is described by Brossier et al. [2009a].
The reader is thus referred to Brossier et al. [2009a] for a
complete description of the algorithm. The algorithm
embeds three main loops: the outer one is over frequency
groups; namely, a set of frequencies simultaneously
inverted. The second loop is over time-damping factors that
control the amount of information over time that is pre-
served for inversion in the seismograms. Time damping is

Figure 1. Synthetic true Valhall models for (a) VP and (b) VS. Real part of the hydrophone data for frequency (4 + 10 i)
Hz. (c) Noise-free data, (d) added noise and (e) noisy data.
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applied in the frequency-domain modeling by using com-
plex-valued frequencies which is equivalent to damp seis-
mograms in time by exp�(t�t0)g where t0 is the first-arrival
traveltime. The third loop is over iterations of one frequency
group inversion. The two outer nested loops define two
hierarchical multiscale levels in the inversion that are
helpful to mitigate the non-linearity of the inversion. The
forward problem is performed with a discontinuous Galer-
kin method for solving the elastodynamic equations in the
frequency domain [Brossier et al., 2008]. The linear system
that results is solved in parallel using the MUMPS LU
solver [Amestoy et al., 2006]. The optimization is solved
with the quasi-Newton L-BFGS algorithm [Nocedal, 1980].
The diagonal of the pseudo-Hessian matrix [Shin et al.,
2001] is used as an initial guess for the L-BFGS algorithm
for both the L1 and the L2 criteria.

3. Numerical Example: Offshore Valhall Model

[14] The numerical example is based on the synthetic
Valhall model (Figure 1), which is representative of oil and
gas fields in shallow water environments of the North Sea
[Munns, 1985]. The main targets are the gas cloud in the
large sediment layer, and the trapped oil underneath the cap
rock, which is composed of chalk, in a deeper part of the
model. Gas clouds are easily identified by the low P-wave
velocities, whereas their signature is much weaker in the VS

model. The selected acquisition mimics a three-component
ocean bottom cable survey [Kommedal et al., 2004]. This
environment shows a particularly ill-posed problem for
S-wave velocity reconstruction, due to the relatively small
shear-wave velocity contrast at the sea bed that prevents
recording of significant P-to-S converted waves. A success-
ful inversion requires a multi-step hierarchical strategy in
the manner of Sears et al. [2008], as developed by Brossier

et al. [2009b] for noise-free data. We follow the same
approach for noisy data:
[15] 1. In the first step, the VP velocity is reconstructed

from the hydrophone data. The forward problem is per-
formed with the elastic discontinuous Galerkin method, but
the VS model is left unchanged during the FWI. The aim of
this first stage is to improve the VP model so as to
significantly decrease the P-wave residuals. During this first
step, a coarse mesh that is adapted to the VP wavelength is
designed for computational efficiency. In this case, S-wave
modeling is affected by numerical dispersion that, however,
does not significantly impact on theVP-model reconstruction.
[16] 2. In the second step, the VP and VS models are

reconstructed simultaneously from the horizontal and verti-
cal components of the geophones. An amplification, with a
gain given by the power of 2 of the source-receiver offset, is
applied to the data through the matrix Sd. This weighting
increases the weight of the intermediate-to-long-offset data
at which the converted P-to-S arrivals are recorded.
[17] Five frequencies were inverted successively (2, 3, 4,

5 and 6 Hz) with 3 regularization damping factors applied in
cascade for each frequency inversion (g = 2, 0.33, 0.1 s�1).
Starting models were built by smoothing the true models
with a Gaussian filter, the vertical correlation length of
which increased linearly from 25 m to 1000 m with depth,
and the horizontal one was fixed at 500 m. Ten iterations
were performed per damping factor, leading to 30 iterations
per frequency inversion. Density is constant and assumed to
be known in the inversion. The source is estimated during
the inversion by linear inversion [Pratt, 1999].
[18] Two tests were performed. For both tests, uniform

white noise was introduced into the observed data, computed
using the forward-problem engine implemented in the inver-
sion code (the so-called inverse crime). The signal-to-noise
ratio was set to 10. Figures 1c–1e show the 4-Hz noise-free
and noisy data in the source-receiver domain.
[19] During the first test, we introduced outliers into the

data: large errors (noise had been multiplied by 20) were
introduced randomly in one trace out of one hundred, to
simulate a poorly preprocessed data set. The resulting noise
is consequently no more uniform for this test. The VP

models obtained after the first inversion step with the L2
and L1 norms are shown in Figure 2. The L1 norm provides
an accurate VP model, whereas the inversion rapidly con-
verged towards a local minimum when the L2 norm was
used. For the L2 norm, the inversion was stopped close to
the first step because of the failure. However, the second
step was performed for the L1 norm and shows good quality
of reconstruction for both VP and VS models.
[20] A second test was performed without any outliers,

and considering only the ambient noise. The VP and VS

models obtained with the L2 and L1 norms after the second
step are shown in Figure 3 and reveal again the improved
robustness of the L1 norm.

4. Discussion

[21] The use of the L2 and L1 norms in elastic, frequency-
domain FWI highlights the sensitivity of the optimization
convergence to the noise.
[22] The first test with outliers illustrates the known

behavior of the L2 norm in the presence of high-amplitude

Figure 2. Reconstructed models for the test 1 with
outliers, for (a) the VP parameter with L2 and the (b) VP

and (c) VS parameters with L1 norm.
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isolated noise. The L2 criterion intrinsically amplifies the
weight of the high-amplitude residuals during inversion,
hence causing divergence of the optimization if the residuals
do not correspond to coherent signals. The L1 norm shows
stable behavior in this unfavorable test, because the isolated,
high-amplitude outliers have negligible contributions in the
final images. This confirms the robustness of this criterion
applied to FWI, even when a limited amount of data is
considered.
[23] The second test without outliers shows that the VP

reconstruction is robust for both norms, whereas only the L1
norm allowed the successful reconstruct of the VS model. In
this shallow-water environment with low velocity contrasts
at the sea bed, the VP imaging is more linear than the VS

imaging for two main reasons. First, the larger P-wave-
lengths are less resolving than the S counterparts, and are
therefore less sensitive to the inaccuracy of the starting
model in the framework of a multiscale reconstruction
[Brossier et al., 2009a]. Second, the P-waves dominate
the seismic wavefield, whereas the P-to-S waves have a
weaker footprint in the data. The limited signature of the S-
waves in the data makes the inversion poorly conditioned
for the S-wave parameter class, even with noise-free data.
Brossier et al. [2009b] showed how the hierarchical two-
step strategy allow the strengthening of the sensitivity of the
inversion to the VS parameter during the second step, and
hence the successful reconstruction of the VS model with the

L2 norm in the case of noise-free data. However, adding
noise to the data still contributes to the degradation of the
sensitivity of FWI to the P-to-S arrivals. In this case, the
two-step strategy implemented with the L2 norm failed to
reconstruct the VS model, and the L1 norm revealed that it
was necessary to converge towards acceptable VS models
by mitigating the contribution of the amplitudes in the
reconstruction.

5. Conclusion

[24] This study presents an application of elastic, fre-
quency-domain FWI of controlled-source synthetic seismic
data, to compare the behaviors of the classic L2 and the
robust L1 functionals in the presence of noisy data. Our
results show first the robust behavior of the L1 norm in the
presence of high-amplitude non-Gaussian noise, such as for
outliers, whereas the L2 criterion failed to produce accept-
able models as expected. Second, the L1 norm allows the
successful exploitation of the P-to-S arrivals, which have a
relatively weak footprint in the data, to image the VS

velocity model in the presence of white noise. In this case
too, the L2 norm failed to reconstruct the VS model. The
robustness of the L1 norm with respect to noise is attributed
to the fact that the footprints of the amplitudes are mitigated
in the imaging. The L1 norm should be an alternative to the
classic L2 norm, particularly when a limited amount of data
are to be inverted. This is the case in efficient frequency-
domain FWI, where only a limited number of discrete
frequencies are inverted independently. The L1 norm can
also be useful to invert low-fold passive data, such as
teleseismic data lor lithospheric imaging.
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